T he 1980s are a time of exploTration in parallel computing.
The commercial supercomputers of the 1980s have extended the vector processors of the 1970s into configurations that use a few massive vector processors coupled around a shared memory (e.g., the Cray X-MP and the ETA Systems GF-IO). But experimental machines with much larger numbers of processors and memories are now being constructed.'
These machines use a wide range of interconnection strategies (e.g., the NASA Massively Parallel Processor, the NYU/IBM Ultracomputer, and the University of Maryland ZMOB).
Exploration in architectures for parallel computers is matched by exploration in parallel algorithms and parallel languages. Filman 0740-7459/85/0700/0007$01.00 © 1985 IEEE maximum computing power for large down: the project team first con-however, that the abstract "Fortran problems; thus each parallel computer sidered what applications programs virtual machine" is what we want to is designed to be a "supercomputer," were needed, then the languages implement, not some particular hardalthough it may not have yet reached required to write the programs, then ware. Any hardware is acceptable if it that status. the operating systems needed to run allows an efficient implementation of These distinctions differentiate a these languages, and finally the the Fortran virtual machine (or alterparallel computer from a distributed hardware needed to implement the natively the virtual machines defined computer or computer network, nei-operating systems. We thought that if by Lisp, Ada, Cobol, APL, etc.). The ther of which has high performance we knew what kinds of parallelism hardware may change many times, on single problems as a design goal.
were available in the applications but the virtual machine defined by the programs, then we could design each language remains relatively stable. lower level to preserve and provide an Thus, Pisces is an exploration of
The Pisces project efficient implementation for that parallel computation, with initial emThe Pisces (short for parallel parallelism.
phasis on the language and applicaimplementation of scientific comput- The history of sequential pro-tions levels, rather than on hardware ing environments) project began in gramming provides ample evidence and operating systems. 1983 as a new way to explore parallel that the virtual machines defined by
We have chosen as our applications computing. It is a departure from the programming languages are more im-area the programming of large-scale traditional bottom-up design ap-portant than the machine archi-scientific and engineering calculaproach which is to first design the tectures that implement them. 5 tions Used to request initiation of a new "on" cluster -spec "initiate" task on a specified cluster
cluster -spec :: = "ANY" "SAME" "OTHER" cluster -number SEND -statement:: = Used to send a message to another task "to" task -spec "send" message -type
["(" args -list ")"] task -spec :: = Specifies the receiver of the message "PARENT" "SELF" "SENDER" taskid -expr
controller ","range -spec")"
A range -spec must be given for each range -spec :: = array dimension lower -bound ":" upper -bound lower-bound, upper-bound = integer -expr Repeats the array declaration (required on -clause:: = because the preprocessor does not currently scan "on" array -name "(" bounds -declaration ")" Fortran declarations)
structure, the entire system may form Example: Problem definition and collects them into a complete x vector a single cluster.
partitioning. Consider the problem for output. Clusters also reflect the distribu-described in Figure 1 : A solution of
In this example, there are 11 tasks, tion of secondary storage and ter-the matrix equation x=Ax+c by a all of which must communicate on minal access in a parallel system. simple iteration. We first choose a each iteration. If all 11 can be run in Secondary storage may be either scat-starting vector x0 and then repeatedly one cluster (that is, if there is enough tered or centralized. Similarly, user compute x,i+ = Axi + c until xi and memory and processing power), then terminals may be either connected at xi+ 1 are within E at each component. we might initiate all 11 in that cluster; one central point or distributed. A For parallel solution, at the highest alternatively, we may distribute them Pisces 1 cluster may consist solely of a level we choose to split the work into to two or more clusters. Here, the secondary storage device and its ac-N parallel parts and then use N tasks, programmer may tune the program cess controller-represented as a each doing l/Nth of the work. Also to match the performance of the cluster comprising a file controller we need a control task to parcel out underlying hardware, while still and a communications controller, the data initially, handle the conver-working entirely within the Pisces 1 which does not allow user-defined gence test, and collect results. We call virtual machine. tasks to run. If secondary storage is the control task the CTASK and each Programming and compiling. The directly connected through a pro-of the worker tasks an XTASK. ating system procedures to accom-XTASK computes xl -xl0, etc. To ready, the entire set is linked with the plish these tasks, but this parallel compute its new x values, each Pisces Fortran runtime library and system achieves the same results by XTASK will need to know the 10 the standard Fortran runtime library sending messages to controller tasks rows of the A matrix and the 10 to produce an executable object (which then invoke the underlying values in the c vector that correspond module, which is then saved on a file. operating system procedures). This to its x values, plus all the values in Next the user starts the system by organization allows these activities to the old x vector.
initiating the prespecified controller go on in parallel and perhaps in a From this partitioning the basic tasks within each cluster. The user separate part of the system-in an-communication patterns emerge. may then log onto the system, which other cluster-from the requesting Once the CTASK is started, it must causes the terminal's user-controller Pisces 1 user task.
generate or retrieve the A matrix, the to initiate a user-control task (systemWhen the Pisces 1 system starts up, c vector, and x0. The CTASK may defined) to handle interactions with its organization into clusters and con-then initiate the XTASKs and provide the terminal. The user-control task trollers is fixed. It is in this static them their portion of A and c, plus all then requests a command from the structure that the major architectural of x0 as arguments. On each itera-user. To start the Pisces Fortran profeatures of the underlying hardware tion, each XTASK computes its part gram, the user gives an "initiate task are reflected. To a large extent, the of xi+I and sends it to the other of type X on cluster Y" command.
Pisces programmer can ignore this XTASKs. It also determines if its part The user-control task sends this organization in task initiation and of xi+I has converged and, if so, message to the appropriate taskmessage passing. But if the program-sends a flag to the CTASK. The controller for the cluster named. The mer is interested in performance CTASK collects all the convergence task-controller fetches the object analysis and tuning of a Pisces For- ACCEPT statement may specify the number of messages of each type to accept (or all that have arrived), the Example: Task definition and initi-mitted by reference). Fortran pro-total number of messages, and a maxation. Figure 3 shows the two task-vides a general structure for gathering imum delay. If the required number type definitions required for this sets of data values into a single linear of messages has not arrived, the task problem. Within the CTASK defini-stream-the output variable list of a will wait until the rest have been retion, the INITIATE statement used WRITE statement. The same structure ceived (a time-out will occur if the to initiate parallel execution of the is used in Pisces Fortran-the values maximum delay is exceeded). XTASKs is shown. For this example, transmitted in a message (including an Sending messages. Since tasks are we have chosen to execute all tasks initiate message) may be specified by a initiated dynamically, the number within the same cluster.
normal Fortran WRITE statement and type of tasks in any cluster are Note that in the argument list in the variable list. On the receiver end, the not known when the program is writ-INITIATE statement and the cor-values received in a message are scat-ten. How do these tasks establish responding formal argument list in tered into a set of receiving variables, communication? Which tasks may the TASKTYPE header of the XTASK just as if they were being read from a communicate? What types of mesdefinition, the arguments being file. The receiver specifies this scatter-sages may be sent? How does comtransmitted from the CTASK to the ing using a normal Fortran READ munication take place? new XTASK are sequences of data statement variable list, which appears Pisces I answers these questions values, not ordinary Fortran sub-in the header line of the task-type def-using the task ID and task type conprogram arguments (which are trans-inition.
cepts. When a new task of a given type is initiated, it is given a unique task (the task that requested initia-XTASK knows its own (available in task ID, composed of its cluster num-tion), the sender's own task ID, the system-defined variable PPPSELF) ber and a local identification number task ID of the sender of the last and that of its parent, the CTASK.
(which is unique among all tasks in a message received, and all controllers Thus, the XTASKs cannot send mescluster). The general rule is that any in this or another cluster. Messages sages to each other, and the CTASK task can communicate with another may also be broadcast to all user cannot communicate directly with the task if the task ID is known. Task IDs tasks in any cluster.
XTASKs (other than through a broadare data objects and can be stored in With this design, any pair of tasks cast). variables and arrays (declared as type may communicate in the Pisces I sysSo, to set up communications be-TASKID), passed as arguments, etc. tem, but they first must obtain the tween any pair of these 11 tasks, we Although a message of any type correct task IDs. Each task type has a must program the XTASKs to send can be sent to any task, the receiver is particular set of message types it can their individual task IDs to the able to accept only messages of types process, but the same message can be CTASK, which collects them in a it has been programmed to handle processed in different ways by dif-vector. When all have arrived, the (that is, for which it has handler pro-ferent task types. Thus the meaning CTASK broadcasts the entire vector of cedures and HANDLER/SIGNAL of a message is determined by the re-task IDs back to each XTASK. Figure  declarations) . Thus, the set of possi-cipient and may vary depending on 4 shows this part of the program. ble message types that can be usefully the task to which it is sent, a structure
In setting up communications, each sent to a task is determined by the similar to that found in object-task needs appropriate handlers for task type the Pisces 1 design is incomplete; our the main loop of the iteration may be intent is to provide the array and vec-written. Each XTASK has only to Fine-grained parallelism. The three tor operations specified by the Fortran multiply each of its rows of the A levels of parallelism described thus 8x standard being developed.9 matrix times the old x vector and add far are clusters, tasks within a cluster, At these finer granularities of par-the corresponding c vector element to and message handlers (when a task allelism, some hardware support is es-obtain each of its new x vector values. accepts several messages at once). sential for effective implementation. The new x values must then be sent to These constructs take us to the sub-The most common hardware support each of the other XTASKs (for the program level of parallel execution. is expected to be individual processors next iteration). Figure 5 provided protection mechanisms usustop ally increase the cost of access, so <Fig. 6> access to a shared variable is often end much more expensive than access to a Figure 7 . Collection of final X vector and termination.
private variable.
In Pisces 1, these issues are resolved access to single data items is not re-Proposed designs vary widely, but at each level of parallelism. At the quired. For example, Figure 4 shows a generally if the data needed by a task largest units of parallelism, tasks and common strategy: each handler stores is in the "wrong" memory, it must be clusters, data is not shared. Instead, a task ID in a common vector, using a moved to the "right" memory before every data object is owned by some subscript sent as part of the message. the task can use it, with a correspondtask. User-defined tasks own their The algorithm structure ensures that ing cost in communication time. local and common data, and the sys-no two handlers will ever simultaneIf the data is in secondary storage, tem file controllers own data objects in ously access the same vector element, we do not want to move it to the local files. Note that Fortran common even though all are simultaneously ac-memory of one task, only to have blocks are shared among the proce-cessing the same vector. For these that task partition it and send it on to dures of an individual task but are not reasons system-provided protection other tasks without processing. Inshared among separate tasks, even of of common data is undesirable, given stead, we want to move only that porthe same task type. We chose this the high overhead. At the lower level tion of the data actually required by design because many architectures of parallelism, the program-segment that task for its processing. provide no shared processor memory. level, parallel operations take place on Pisces 1 uses a window mechanism "Virtualizing" a non-shared-memory local or common data (PARDO loops developed by Mehrotra1I that allows architecture to make it appear to and PARBEGIN-PAREND segments). an array local to a task or residing in support shared data would result in Again the system provides no protec-secondary storage to be partitioned unacceptable performance. Whether tion-the programmer is expected to and repartitioned by other tasks withthis design will provide acceptable use these language constructs only out any data movement. A window is performance on a shared memory ar-after determining that the data refer-a descriptor for a rectangular subarchitecture is not yet known.
ences of the parallel components are ray of an array. file-control task can be requested to The standard Fortran common block independent. Parallel matrix and vec-create and send back a window on an is a natural mechanism for this shar-tor operations, by their nature, ensure array stored in a file. The window ing, so no new structures are provided independence of the data.
contains the task ID of the task ownfor data sharing by handlers. Conseing the array, the address of the arquently, a single task, including all its Data distribution. Getting the data ray, its type, and the bounds of the handlers and subprograms, should be to the right place at the right time is a part of the array visible in the winable to run on a set of processors major problem-in a parallel program. dow. A task that has received a win-(possibly only one) grouped around a In many scientific programs, large dow on an array can further subshared memory, and all the common amounts of data are partitioned and divide the part of the array visible in blocks should be allocated storage in parceled out to separate tasks for that window, creating new windows the shared memory. processing, and each task may make on smaller segments of the same array. quired to a particular data item, the signed to have large amounts of anarraybytasks that have theproper program can be written to accept memory but the memory is distrib-window. If the array is in secondary messages sequentially rather than in uted, with some local to each pro-storage, the file-control task receives parallel.
cessor and some shared among groups these messages and regulates access to Second, many scientific algorithms of processors. Thus, not all memory the array by different concurrent partition the data so that concurrent is equally accessible to all processors. tasks.
Example: Using windows. In Figure 3, Tby he use of windows (see Fig. 3 ).
reduced by (M + I) * NROWS, or * about 1000 data values, even in this tasktype XTASK(MYID, EPSIL, XOLD, CWINDOW, AWINDOW) small example. While data values will eventually be sent to the right task for w processing, windows allow us to defer window CWINDOW, AWINDOW this transmission until the right task is ready to use the data. end Figure 8 . Restructuring task-type definitions for data partitioning using win-
The Pisces I design provides an dows (see Figure 3 ). 
